June 17, 2022

Dear Senate President Scutari and Chairman Sarlo,

As leaders of our state’s major business associations covering sectors and regions throughout the Garden State, the New Jersey Business Coalition (NJBC) urges you to pass as soon as possible this month A-3683/A-2152 (Freiman, Greenwald, Chaparro, Tully)/S-2378 (Gopal, Zwicker)/S-733 (Madden, Singleton) – the merged unemployment insurance tax relief bill that recently passed through the Assembly with unanimous support. Part of the Senate version is in the Senate Budget & Appropriations Committee after having passed the Senate Labor Committee earlier this year. Getting the merged bills to Governor Murphy’s desk quickly will help our small businesses recover from their compounding struggles stemming from the pandemic, a workforce crisis and inflation.

First, our Business Coalition thanks you for enacting A-4853 (Greenwald, Mazzeo, Verrelli)/S-3011 (Madden, Sweeney) into law last session to soften the billion-dollar unemployment insurance (UI) payroll tax increase by phasing it in over three years instead of all at once. But the payroll tax is still in the process of significantly increasing because of a pandemic and government-mandated shutdown that was thrust onto employers through no fault of their own to protect public health. The business community, especially our smaller businesses, still needs more relief from these taxes and other pandemic-related challenges.

This merged bill will provide that relief, aligning nicely with the Legislature’s recent bipartisan and bicameral affordability agenda. **UI payroll taxes are a tax on jobs that almost every employer pays.** If you employ someone, you pay it and you pay any increases regardless of whether you lost income. It is NOT a tax on income or property or corporate profit or wealth, but a tax on the mere existence of a job. At a time when we want to recover the jobs lost due to the pandemic, and many businesses lost significant income during the pandemic, the state should not be in the business of making job creation and job retention less affordable.

Providing a tax credit to small businesses for any UI tax above the current column C will offset the tax increases to columns D in FY23 and to E in FY24. These two increases are more onerous than the tax increase to column C that employers already experienced this year, so the tax credit is a good compromise, wiping away more than two-thirds of the tax increase for most employers. The tax credit will also allow the UI fund to become more solvent while focusing on making sure small businesses are less impacted by the tax increase.

The Coalition also appreciates the bill’s outside-the-box idea to pay off the federal loan with a new revolving fund supported by a general fund appropriation instead of federal aid, especially given the great state budget surplus news. Paying off that loan will stop wasting millions of New Jersey taxpayer dollars on unnecessary interest as well as avoid a federal UI tax increase (on top of the state payroll tax increases) for businesses in states that have federal UI loans that last too long.
The NJBC also supports added transparency in the legislation. Last summer, employers were retroactively notified that their UI tax rate had gone up weeks after they were supposed to be collecting for the higher tax. Ensuring that the New Jersey Department of Labor & Workforce Development gives employers better notice is necessary for business planning purposes.

An earlier version of Majority Leader Greenwald’s A-2152 and Senate Labor Chairman Madden’s S-733 included a pause at column D, eliminating the last increase to column E. This would have helped every business, and we respectfully request that you explore that in the future if the UI fund can afford it. The most stable employers actually see their UI payroll tax rate double with that most onerous column D to E shift, so avoiding that would be preferred and it does not cost the state anything. And if the merged legislation’s tax credit goes into law, this column D pause would save the state money because the tax credits would be smaller without a shift to column E.

Passing this bill is one of the most important business affordability initiatives New Jersey can do in conjunction with passing the state budget this month. As New Jersey small businesses are still recovering from the pandemic, moving this legislation quickly through your committee and chamber is needed. Thank you for considering our request, and if you have any questions, please contact NJBIA Chief Government Affairs Officer Chrissy Buteas at cbuteas@njbia.org.

Sincerely,
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